
Hello Spring Page 
 

 
 

To create this page, you’ll need the NEW Border Bundle Cut File, NEW Hello Spring Floral Title 
Cut File, Summer Bloom Clear Stamps, and Simple Vintage Weathered Garden Add On Kit. 

To start, you’ll need to cut a piece of kraft cardstock that measures 6” x 8”. Make sure that the 
paper is sitting horizontally. Place the Flowers/Branches Stencil out of the Fernwood Stencil 
pack in the middle of the page. Using a blending tool with foam, blend Fossilized Amber, Forest 
Moss, and Speckled Egg Distress Oxide Ink through the stencil as desired. Make sure to use a 
new foam piece for each ink colour.  Move the stencil to other areas of the page as desired and 
repeat with whatever colour of ink that you previously used.  

 



 

Next, you’ll need the large and small branch stamps out of the Summer Blooms Clear Stamps. 
Apply Jet Black Archival Ink to each stamp and stamp randomly on the page as desired. I 
stamped the small branch a total of five times, reapplying ink as needed. I stamped the large 
branch a total of four times, reapply ink as needed. Ink the edges of the page using Walnut 
Stain Distress Ink and a blending tool with foam. 

 

Cut the Hello Spring Floral Title Cut File out of a piece of Warm White Color Vibe Textured 
Cardstock. I sized the title down to 5”. Choose two pieces of patterned paper out of the 6x8 
paper pad in the Simple Vintage Weathered Garden Add On Kit. Using one patterned paper, 
back the hello word. Using the other patterned paper, back the spring word. 

 



 

From the Border Bundle Cut File, cut out the single chevron border from a piece of Black Color 
Vibe Texture Cardstock and cut the triple chevron border from a piece of Pine Color Vibe 
Texture Cardstock. Cut the borders down to 7”.  

 

Out of the 6x8 paper pad, you’ll need to choose four patterned papers. Cut one patterned 
paper to 2” x 7”. Cut the second patterned paper to 1 ½” x 6 ½”. Cut the third patterned paper 
to ¾” x 7”. Cut the fourth patterned paper to 1 ½” x 4”.  Sand the edges of the three patterned 
papers. 



 

Adhere the 1 ½” x 4” paper ½” from the left and 1 5/8” from the top of the 2” patterned paper 
piece. Adhere the 2” patterned paper piece 3/8” from the left and 5/8” from the bottom of the 
6x8 page. Adhere the 1 ½” patterned paper piece 1” from the bottom and ½” from the left.  

 

Adhere the fourth patterned paper piece ¾” from the bottom and ¼” from the right. Staple the 
two chevron borders 1” from the bottom and ¾” from the right of the page. 



 

Foam square the Hello Spring title 5/8” from the bottom and 7/8” from the right of the page. 

 

To finish the page, add seven enamel dots out of the Simple Vintage Weathered Garden Add On 
Kit on the page as desired. Add three hearts from the foam stickers out of the Simple Vintage 
Weathered Garden Add On Kit. 



 

Here is the finished Hello Spring Page. 

 

 


